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Documenting Software Architectures: Views and BeyondAddison Wesley, 2002
"This book is of immense value. It should save you months of  trials and errors, lots of undeserved hassle, and many costly mistakes that  could potentially jeopardize the whole endeavor. It will become an important  reference on the shelf of the software architect."—From the Foreword by Philippe  Kruchten,...
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TYPO3 4.3 Multimedia CookbookPackt Publishing, 2010

	TYPO3 is one of the world's leading open source content management systems, written in PHP, which can be used to create and customize your web site. Along with text content, you can display high quality images, audio, and video to your site's visitors by using TYPO3. It is essential to manage various types of multimedia files in...
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Professional Team Foundation Server 2012Wrox Press, 2013


	OVER THE PAST DECADE, Microsoft has been creating development tools that have been designed for

	the ever-growing engineering teams of software developers, testers, architects, project managers,

	designers, and database administrators. In the Visual Studio 2012 line of products, there are tools for

	each team member to use to...
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Pro Python Best Practices: Debugging, Testing and MaintenanceApress, 2017

	
		Learn software engineering and coding best practices to write Python code right and error free. In this book you’ll see how to properly debug, organize, test, and maintain your code, all of which leads to better, more efficient coding.

	
		Software engineering is difficult. Programs of any substantial length are...
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Visualizing Project Management: Models and Frameworks for Mastering Complex SystemsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
Visualization: A powerful technique for achieving high performance
Complex systems do not require complex project management. The most effective project managers are able to simplify their project environment and organize projects, large and small, to achieve predictable results. This book explains how anyone responsible for a project can apply...
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Adobe Digital Video How-Tos: 100 Essential Techniques with Adobe Production StudioAdobe Press, 2006
The Adobe Production Studio offers a complete post-production package that combines Adobe's video and graphics software with the timesaving integration and workflow features of Adobe Dynamic Link and Adobe Bridge. With the addition of Flash, videographers and filmmakers can bring their content to a rich, interactive presence on the Web as well. The...
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BlackBerry Pearl For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2007
Manage your contacts, appointments, e-mail, and media
    

    Find out how to do a string of things with your BlackBerry Pearl!    

    It's a fact — your BlackBerry Pearl can do almost anything except bake a pie — but you can use it to e-mail a recipe!    

    This friendly...
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Organize Your Digital Life: How to Store Your Photographs, Music, Videos, and Personal Documents in a Digital WorldNational Geographic, 2009
Now that digital cameras and music players have become so incredibly widespread, a forest of sound and imagery is blossoming in our homes. We’ve got digital pictures in the camera, scans on the computer, JPEGS attached to e-mails, and tunes on tiny players. But there’s also the old-fashioned stuff: photos in shoeboxes, videos in the...
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ACT! 2005 For DummiesFor Dummies, 2004
Catch this new ACT! and build better relationships
Organize customer information, schedule activities, create reports, and more     

It’s time to ACT! on your intention to improve customer relationship management! ACT! 2005 offers great new tools, and with this book in hand, you have a top expert showing you how to use them....
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The Inner Game of Stress: Outsmart Life's Challenges and Fulfill Your PotentialRandom House, 2009

	Renowned sports psychology expert W. Timothy Gallwey teams up with two esteemed physicians to offer a unique and empowering guide to mental health in today’s volatile world. The Inner Game of Stress applies the trusted principles of Gallwey’s wildly popular Inner Game series, which have helped athletes the world over, to...
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JavaScript Absolute Beginner's GuideQue, 2016

	JavaScript Absolute Beginner's Guide


	No experience necessary!


	 


	Make the most of JavaScript -- even if you've never programmed anything before. This book is the fastest way to learn JavaScript and use it...
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Pragmatic Version Control: Using Subversion (The Pragmatic Starter Kit Series) (2nd Edition)Pragmatic Bookshelf, 2006
This book covers the theory behind version control and how it can help developers become more efficient, work better as a team, and keep on top of software complexity. Version control, done well, is your "undo" button for the project: nothing is final, and mistakes are easily rolled back.
 This book describes Subversion 1.3, the...
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